
MECHANICAL AIRBAG
HOW DOES IT WORK

Physical control of the rider’s position.

Wired connection to the motorcycle
with a safety cable.

Activation triggerd by cable pull in an
emergency situation (impact, slide, collision).

ELECTRONIC AIRBAG
HOW DOES IT WORK

Virtual control of the rider’s position (VIRTUAL SPHERE)
through a connection (VIRTUAL CABLE) generated by
a transmitter (ANTENNA) positioned on the tail of the
motorcycle and a receiver located inside the wearable device. 

Activation through algorithms and/or the disconection
of the VIRTUAL CABLE in an emergency situation
(impact, slide, collision).

FUNCTIONALITY

WHAT DOES IT MEAN
HYBRID TECHNOLOGY

GIMOTO patented technology.
One airbag, two activation systems.

The final user can decide whether to use
the mechanical activation system or the
electronic activation system.

Both systems are certified and can be
used on road and on racetrack

COLLABORATION
MOTOAIRBAG® is an utalian company that specializes in the
study, research and development of motorcycle airbag systems.

The research and development department are internal
to the company.

Members of the European Commission for
protectors standardization for over 10 years.

MOTOAIRBAG® has reached a total of 1.500.000 km in all
sorts of environments during its testing activities.



FUNZIONAMENTO

V-RACE RR HYBRID
ACTIVATION EFFECTIVENESS

Unparalleled safety and effectiveness of the system.

The system covers all types of impacts, slides,
falls and collisions.

The internal CPU analyzes data for ove 1000 times
per second, the system has already been tested for
more than a 1.000.000 km.

V-RACE RR HYBRID
TRIGGERING EVENTS

Highside

Lowside

Fall

Impact

Collision

MECHANICAL AIRBAG
CONNECTION TO THE MOTORCYCLE

Connection to the motorcycle through a safety cable

Multidirectional anchoring point positioned
on motorcycle tail.

System is armed once the safety cable is
connected to the multidirectional anchoring point. 

ELECTRONIC AIRBAG
CONNECTION TO THE MOTORCYCLE

Connection to the motorcycle through a wireless
connection (VIRTUAL CABLE)

Trasmitter (ANTENNA) installed on the motorcycle tail.

The CPU inside the vest will automatically pair with
the antenna and the system arms itself once the
motorcycle reaches a certain speed.



System certified EN 1621/4:2013 - LEVEL 1

CERTIFICATION

Overall protection in the following areas: CLAVICLES, CHEST, HIPS, BACK

PROTECTED AREAS

75 milliseconds

ACTIVATION TIME

15 liters

VOLUME

Urban, road, enduro, racetrack, extreme activities

COMPATIBILITY

4200-4500 kN transmitted force

TRANSMITTED FORCE

ACTIVATION

CPU (located on the vest): 10 hours
ANTENNA (transmitter located on the motorcycle): 24/36 hours depending on the use.

MECHANICAL: ALWAYS ACTIVATED
ELECTRONIC: RACETRACK > 50 km/h – ROAD > 10km

BATTERY LIFE



V-RACE RR VEST : inner vest, within a leather suit
V-RACE 3.0 VEST:  outer vest, above a leather suit

MODULARITY

MECHANICAL: rechargeable by replacing 1 CO2 cartridge (€30)
ELECTRONIC: rechargeable by replacing 1 CO2 cartridge + electronic trigger mechanism (€150)

RECHARGABLE BY THE FINAL USER

MECHANICAL: none
ELECTRONIC: CPU & ANTENNA battery recharge

ORDINARY MAINTENANCE

MECHANICAL: airbag check every 4 years
ELECTRONIC: battery values check and replacement when necessary

EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE

A dedicated mobile app is available both for Android and iOS devices, to monitor the
electronic airbag features and functionalities

MOBILE APP

S-M-L-XL

AVAILABLE SIZES


